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Abstract
Tin oxide nanowires (NWs) exhibit interesting electronic properties, which can be harnessed for
applications in nanoelectronic devices and sensors. Oriented single crystalline tin oxide NWs
were grown at 45◦ from a titanium dioxide substrate. Their elastic properties were investigated
in a two-point geometry using an atomic force microscope (AFM) coupled with a scanning
electron microscope under ultrahigh vacuum conditions. Young’s modulus was calculated by
bending individual NWs and measuring the force exerted on the AFM tip during
force–displacement measurements. For the NWs investigated, having radial dimensions below
45 nm and length up to 1.2 μm, we found an average value of 100 ± 20 GPa, which is below
the theoretical predictions calculated for different SnO2 single crystal orientations, yet
consistent with the indentation moduli of nanobelts. Finally, we discuss the effects of the
nanowire–cantilever configuration on the measured Young’s modulus.

microscopy (AFM) [7]. Contact resonance AFM [8] and
nanoindentation experiments [9] were successfully used to
investigate the mechanical properties of nanowires (NWs).
Bending experiments could either be performed in three-point
geometry with two ends of a nanowire bridging a predefined
gap [10] or in two-point geometry on oriented wires [11]. The
observed data for fracture strength of group 4 semiconductors
ranges from 15% up to the ultimate limit of the theoretical
strength, which was attributed to the density of defects within
the nanostructure [12].
One-dimensional SnO2 semiconductors can be used as
active components in nanoelectronic systems and resistancebased gas sensors [13]. Recently, we investigated the electrical
properties of SnO2 NWs and their response towards gaseous
species such as water, carbon monoxide and nitrogen dioxide [14]. Gas sensing without external heaters was reported
for SnO2 nanowire-based devices, which used the self-heating
effect to achieve the appropriate sensing temperature [15]. In
addition, fully transparent transistors based on SnO2 NWs on
glass substrates were described in the literature [16]. However, the key factor for the fabrication of multifunctional
(simultaneously electronic and sensor) devices on flexible
substrates remains the elastic modulus of individual NWs.

1. Introduction
Anisotropic inorganic nanostructures such as nanowires (NWs)
continue to be the subject of intense research efforts due
to the directional mobility of charge carriers, the single
crystalline properties and the high aspect ratio, which have led
to several interesting phenomena with opportunities for novel
applications [1–4].
Several approaches were recently used to determine
the mechanical properties of inorganic high aspect ratio
nanostructures [5]. These investigations are essential for
practical implementation of such building blocks as active or
passive components in nanodevices. Nanoscale mechanical
failure could lead to malfunction or destruction of an entire
integrated circuit; it is therefore one of the aspects to be
explored for the fabrication of reliable devices with longterm stable performance. Among the methodologies available,
the most important techniques used to evaluate their Young’s
modulus are alternating electric field-induced excitation
(which allows to monitor resonance frequencies) [6] and quasistatic bending of one-dimensional structures by atomic force
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Figure 1. (a) SEM image of oriented tin oxide nanowires and AFM tips used to probe selected individual nanostructures as demonstrated in
the inset. (b) Scheme of the cantilever–nanowire geometry in the performed experiments. The viewing direction is parallel to the substrate.

Indeed, knowledge about the elastic behavior of the NWs (in
terms of deformation under an applied stress) is crucial in designing reliable, long lasting, bendable devices and assessing their endurance to nanoscale mechanical failure. Here
we investigate the mechanical properties of single SnO2 NWs
by combining simultaneous AFM measurements and scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) imaging under ultrahigh vacuum
(UHV) conditions.

of friction (due to slipping) as well as van der Waals
forces between the nanowire and tip should be taken into
account [18].
While using SEM to monitor the NW being bent by the
AFM tip, sometimes lateral slipping is observed and related
kinks appear in the force curve. When such events occurred,
we adjusted the tip position with respect to the nanowire using
the JEOL operating software until the force–displacement
data is corrected as shown in figure 2. However, possible
continuous slipping of the tip along the tilted NW would
result in a friction force which could induce a systematic
error in the measurements. As the friction force is directed
along the NW, the component perpendicular to the substrate
will contribute to the normal force sensed by the cantilever.
Since this component is proportional to the friction force by
the friction coefficient, the slope of the force curve will be
affected. The direction of the friction force depends on the
relative movement between the two surfaces, this means that
the load/unload force curves will be different by twice the
friction force. The latter therefore will exhibit a hysteretic
behavior. We observed such hysteresis in the force data, yet
an estimation of the friction coefficient was not possible due to
the variability in the hysteresis width, possibly caused by the
specific tip–NW contact geometry (which in turn depends on
the contact angle). Therefore, in our estimation of the Young
modulus we used only force curves for which the load/unload
directions matched closely. Additionally, the component of
the friction force parallel to the cantilever axis results in its
buckling, possibly contributing to the measured force. While
strictly speaking we should only consider in our calculation the
force perpendicular to the cantilever for the reasons mentioned
above (complex contact geometry, variable contact angle, and
buckling contribution), we considered in this first report the
force data as measured by the cantilever. We limited the
NW bending to <200 nm, while most of the measurements
performed in the 100–150 nm range did not exhibit noticeable
signs of kinks in the load–unload data. Monitoring the
NW–tip interaction is mandatory to relate the measurement
conditions to data obtained. To achieve this, we have taken
into account the following factors: first, to assess the NW’s
dimensions, we have carefully considered the 45◦ viewing

2. Experimental section and results
Single crystalline 301-oriented SnO2 nanostructures were
grown at an angle of 45◦ with respect to the substrate by
molecule-based gold catalyzed approach at 700 ◦ C substrate
temperature on (001) TiO2 surfaces, as described in detail
elsewhere [17]. Gold colloid solutions with mean particle
size of 20 nm (Sigma Aldrich) were spin coated on the
substrates and enabled the growth of SnO2 NWs with diameters
in the range of 42 ± 3 nm. Mechanical measurements
were performed in a JEOL 4500 UHV-AFM/STM instrument
equipped with an SEM column and secondary electron
detector. SEM imaging was used to guide the cantilever to
appropriate positions on the selected nanowires, as shown in
figure 1(a). Since the SEM images are taken at an angle
of approximately 45◦ with respect to the sample surface
and AFM tip axis (fixed experimental geometry), the images
are slightly distorted. A scheme showing the cantilever
to nanowire geometry in these investigations is displayed
in figure 1(b). After positioning the tip, standard force–
displacement curves were recorded, by averaging over 128
individual bending cycles. We performed the measurements
on 13 individual NWs, at different positions along the NW
axis. The photodiode signal was calibrated by performing
the force measurements above the hard substrate (single
crystalline TiO2 ). AFM silicon cantilevers (NSC 36, from
Mikromasch) with nominal spring constants (kc ) between (0.5–
2.4 N m−1 ) were used in the experiments. The spring constant
of each cantilever was estimated by comparing the cantilever’s
first resonance frequency ( f 1 ) with the data sheet provided by
the supplier, knowing that kc and f 1 are directly related.
In AFM-based experiments, tip–nanowire interactions are
complex and for reliable experimental studies the presence
2
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Figure 2. Bending of an individual tin oxide nanowire, monitored by SEM and recorded using AFM: (a) the NW bent by the tip during a
force measurement. (b) The tip in contact with the NW, before and after the measurement. The dashed line illustrates the NW at maximum
flexion (drawn by superposing with image (a))). The inset in (a) shows the force–displacement curve recorded. A slight hysteresis is observed,
associated to cantilever buckling caused by friction.

angle of SEM images, as well as the NW orientation with
respect to the substrate. Second, since SnO2 is a large bandgap
semiconductor, charging effects in SEM imaging could lead to
blurring of the feature images and affect the Young modulus
values in figure 3(b). By comparing the wire diameter with
the size of the catalytic gold nanoparticles and with our TEM
results [17], we insured that the charging effect does not lead
to an overestimation of the radial dimensions (and therefore to
an underestimation of the Young’s modulus), however slight
diameter variations could cause a spread of the calculated
values.
To determine the mechanical properties of the SnO2
nanowires we used the linear-elastic force–displacement ( F –
d ) curves without damaging or modifying the nanostructure,
and applied the elastic beam bending theory to each NW. The
slope scomb of the linear region of the F –d curves recorded
while bending a NW is used to calculate the spring constant
of the wire kw , employing a formula that has been previously
applied to calibrate cantilevers using microfabricated elastic
devices [19]:
kw = kCant /(s/scomb − 1).

(a)

(b)

Here, s is the slope of the F –d curve recorded against the
hard substrate surface, i.e. the sensitivity of the z -displacement
detection system. Using the spring constant of the bended
region of the NW, kw , we determine the Young’s modulus E of
the SnO2 nanowires using the well-known result from elastic
beam theory [20]
64 L 3
E = kw
3πd 4
here we considered the NW a cylinder with diameter d and
length L , the latter being the distance from the contact point to
the fixed base of the NW (i.e. the region of the NW exposed
to the force applied by the AFM tip). Obviously, the errors
in determining the NW dimensions play a crucial role in the
accuracy of the measured Young modulus.
The experimental results are summarized in figure 3.
Figure 3(a) shows as an example the results for a typical
NW. The Young modulus, estimated as described above
is 110 ± 10 GPa.
The error, close to 10%, can

Figure 3. Calculated E -modulus versus nanowire length of single
crystalline SnO2 nanowires. The NW length was determined as
shown in the SEM images (insets, the scale bars represent 0.5 μm).
Data were obtained for (a) an individual specimen and (b) 13 NWs.

be attributed to measurement variability while probing
freestanding nanostructures as explained above, as well as to
the anisotropy and nonlinear behavior of the NW. The data
for all the investigated individual NWs shown in figure 3(b)
revealed a Young modulus of 100 ± 20 GPa. The standard
3
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deviation, 20% of the average value, is fairly large and can be
explained as follows: the SnO2 NWs being single crystalline
the effective Young modulus intervening in the above equation
is anisotropic, spanning for bulk tetragonal tin oxide from 174
to 368 GPa [21], therefore by over a factor of 2. Since the
NWs grow highly oriented from the substrate but the exact
epitaxial relationship at the interface is still under debate [17b]
the obtained data cannot be compared to a specific orientationdependent value. Additionally, knowing that the stress and
strain induced during the measurements are mainly localized
near the base of the wire, it follows that the mechanical
constraint at the interface between the NW and substrate
again plays a significant role in the elastic deformation of the
NW. While the structure determination by TEM and electron
diffraction showed clearly the single crystalline nature of the
NWs, a slight oxygen deficiency (well known to occur in
vapor-grown oxides) could also alter the mechanical properties
of the oxide NWs.
The values obtained in the present study are comparable
to indentation modulus reported in the literature for SnO2
nanobelts (150 GPa in [18a] and 60 GPa in [18b]), however,
to the best of our knowledge no Young moduli for 1D SnO2
nanostructures are available. These values, well below the
bulk single crystalline levels, confirm somewhat previous
reports of reduced elastic modulus of NWs with decreasing
diameter, a size-dependence attributed to surface stress and
surface elasticity [22]. The induced stress and strain is mainly
localized near the base of the wire, where a broadening
of the radial dimension is observed [22]. Therefore, our
results together with [23] contradict recent simulations for
ZnO nanobelts, predicting increasing elastic modulus with
reducing dimensions [24]. The low values obtained for
the elastic moduli need therefore further investigations both
theoretically and experimentally to evaluate the finite sizeeffects in nanoscale SnO2 .
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3. Conclusions
In summary, we have investigated the mechanical moduli
of 301-oriented single crystalline SnO2 NWs with radial
dimensions below 45 nm. The AFM force–displacement
measurements on aligned NWs grown at a 45◦ angle with
respect to the substrate showed a Young’s modulus of 100 ±
20 GPa, comparable to that reported for SnO2 nanobelts.
However the data from force–displacement curves were still
below the values of SnO2 bulk material, contradicting recent
theoretical work. Size-dependent mechanical properties of
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will be evaluated in future studies based on three-point
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approach as described in literature [17a].
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